
The Chiappa Fierarms CBR-9 Black Rhino comes in a dedicated case with:
Two 15 or 18 rounds magazines + Two 30 rounds magazines (depending on local country laws)

magazine loader, carry sling and a cleaning kit

Caliber: 9 mm  Acon: Semi-Auto (Blowback System)   Mag capacity: 15-18-30 rounds  Barrel: 9”/225 mm
Trigger System: Single  Sights: fiber opc, fixed front/rear sights  Safety: Automac, Trigger and Manual

Weight: 4.8 lbs/2.2 kg  Total lenght: 16.9”/430mm (closed) - 24.8”/630mm (extended stock)
Dimensions: 7.5” height (190mm) - 1.8” width (46mm)  Stock: Polymer w/ Synthec Pistol Grip
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The CBR-9 pistol
uses a patented 
proprietary magazine 
that feeds any kind of 
9mm ammunion with 
an high level of reliability.

AAvailable in 15-18-30 
rounds capacies, 
depending on local 
countries laws.

The folding
front grip offers
opmal control 
during fire

The top accessories rail, 
allows the use of any kind
of Red Dot sights

The CBR-9 is equipped with
fiber opc high visibility 

and low-profile
emergency sights 

The magazine design
is one of the patents

of the CBR-9 Black Rhino:
the magazine adopts a proprietary

design, which means that 
yyou cannot use standard Glock or Berea 

magazines. Again, the reason behind
was a search for reliability.

Thanks to the unique design of the
CBR-9 magazine a reliable and

connuous feeding is granted also
when the magazine lips suwhen the magazine lips suffer from severe 
deformaon. And the magazine will work 

with any kind of 9mm ammunion.
Designed to work with magazines of different 
rounds capacies, the CBR-9 Black Rhino 
comes standard with 18 rounds magazines.
AAlong with the parcular hammer and bolt 
mechanical interacon, the low axis barrel 
design of the CBR-9 Black Rhino contributes 
significantly to an almost inexistent muzzle 
flip up. And the efficient flash hider visibly 
reduces flames. 
TThe balance and ergonomics of this 
semiautomac pistol, along with the praccal 
collapsible stock (unique in its genre) grant 
compactness and efficiency. 
AsAs a maer of fact, the CBR-9 Black Rhino 
features characterisc that cannot be 
compared with any other PDW firearm on 
the market, granng opmal controllability 
and precision shoong even to people with 
lile to no training.

The Chiappa Firearms
CBR-9 Black Rhino pistol 
is not just like something

you have already seen around.
Originally designed as a

PDW (Personal Defense Weapon),
thethe CBR-9 Black Rhino is an original project, 
with original soluons behind and several 
patents pending contribung to make it new 
and different.
TThis semiautomac pistol adopts an improved 
and efficient blowback system, with a bolt 
that is half the weight of competors’ 
products. Thanks to its original design, all 
mechanical components are placed in the 
upper receiver, while the lower receiver is just 
the grip, the polymer frame of the pistol.
WWithin the bolt mechanism, the hammer mass 
cooperates to the closure in a substanal 
manner, thanks to its high mass and ineral 
increment obtained by the parcular way the 
hammer and the bolt interlock one another.
Important to note the fact that the CBR-9 can 
be field stripped easily, without tools. 


